We have performed a single-particle search for fractional charge in cosmic rays having residual ranges at sea level & 250 g/cm concrete and zenith angles between 45 and 90.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experiments to discover fractionally charged fundamental particles produced in accelerators or in cosmic rays have been attempted without confirmed success since the quark model was first proposed in 1964 . Despite this failure, it is important to extend this search where possible, particularly in view of the recently reported experimental evidence for fractionally charged matter.
The present cosmic-ray experiment utilizes an apparatus constructed primarily to search for free quarks in high-energy e+e annihilation at the Positron-Electron Project (PEP) located at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). The basic function of the detector is simple; it samples ionization energy loss in plastic scintillators and measures particle velocity (P=v /c) by time of flight. The charge (Q) of the particle is inferred from the Bethe-Bloch formula dE/dx~, f(P), where f(13) depends on the material, but is only a slowly varying function of P. Good tracking is achieved with multiwire proportional chambers allowing reliable rejection of backgrounds from soft y rays that have plagued previous searches for weakly ionizing charged particles in cosmic rays. The detector is highly segmented and has high redundancy having been designed for the intensebackground-radiation environment of collidingbeams physics. The acceptance for cosmic rays is large, allowing significant flux limits to be set in a few weeks of running.
In this paper, we present results from a singleparticle search for penetrating fractionally charged particles at large zenith angles conducted during August 1980. The total live time was 8 X 10 sec. The apparatus is located at sea level in a PEPinteraction-region tunnel. Thus, in addition to the intervening atmosphere, cosmic-ray particles must penetrate the 2SO-g/cm -thick shielding blocks which surround the detector, It has been noted that single-particle searches at large zenith angles may be sensitive to quarks pro- Fig. 5 . Table II ). The 18 events remaining in Fig.   7 (f) were scanned by hand and none were found to be evidence for fractional charge {see Table III ). grammed versus charge in Fig. 7(a) . Each of these events was examined individually.
No convincing candidates remained. The events were generally found to be either a result of some easily recognized systematic problem, or they appeared to be a showering event that passed the analysis but could not be interpreted as a single track. In the next section, however, we offer a reduction in the number of candidates using a systematic series of cuts which illuminate the sources of the candidate events.
EXAMINATION OF THE LOW-CHARGE EVENTS
Before proceeding with a software analysis of the candidates, particles with velocities too low to be consistent with a proton were examined. Most were due to backgrounds, but the rest were consistent with deuterons. Some of these appeared to be low-charge candidates, because their velocity was low enough to result in a dE/dx high enough to saturate the analog-to-digital converters (ADC's). None, however, had a low enough velocity to be a Q = -, particle which saturated the ABC' s. So, in the following analysis, saturated ADC values were not used for the dE/dx measurement. The ABC's saturate at approximately four times the pulse height of a Q =1, p= 1 particle.
The first systematic background we discuss is due to the gating of the pulse-height digitizers. If a normal cosmic ray passes through the detector but does not generate a trigger, a spurious pulse may cause the trigger to be satisfied some time after the original particle passes through. The signals from these "early cosmic" events arrive before the digitizers are gated and reduced pulse heights are obtained, simulating a low dE/dx measurement. ' To eliminate this background we require the average time in the event to be greater than -20 nsec. [The time-digitizing electronics were constructed in such a way that normal cosmic-ray events gave average times between -18 and 0 nsec (see Fig. g ). ] Even with the time resolution expected for Q = -, , p= 1 particles, this cut is essentially 100% efficient. The charge distribution after this cut is shown in Figure 7 (b).
Many of the candidates arise from incorrectly measured values of p. These are generally rejected because of hits in the Cherenkov counters, but a large fraction of the events were traced to hardware malfunctions in a few channels of TOP electronics. After eliminating these channels during the periods of malfunction we arrive at the charge distribution in Fig. 7(c) .
Having eliminated candidates due to systematic effects in the detector, we now turn to more specific physical backgrounds. The most serious of these stems from the loose "track" requirements. We required only five independent MWPC wires and allowed rather large errors. 
